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Three-tenths of a mile. That's how far from Route 124 is the Shakespeare Theatre of New Jersey in Madison.  Nevertheless, 
anyone driving on that road also known as Madison Avenue these next three weeks might hear the laughter coming from the 
playhouse that's 1,500 feet away. That's how loud the roars were over the weekend at "The Play's the Thing."  

This isn't the usual fare provided at Bonnie J. Monte's theater. It's shorter. You're out after two hours and 15 minutes, including 
intermission.  It has a smaller cast. Only seven actors are here to romp, but romp they do, thanks to director Joe Discher's deft 
touch.  

It's a more modern play than usual. Hungarian playwright Ferenc Molnar wrote it in 1925, and a year later, noted British 
humorist P.G. Wodehouse adapted it into this script.  

Lord knows Monte's troupe has done plenty of comedies, from Shakespeare ("As You Like It" is a frequent visitor) to various 
European works ("Rhinoceros" and "The School for Scandal"). But "The Play's the Thing" is lighter in substance, with all the 
consistency of cappuccino foam. It's equally delicious.  

Sandor, Mansky and Albert are all in an Italian castle, to work on their new operetta. Then they hear voices coming from Ilona's 
bedroom. Of the three, Albert is most unnerved by what he hears, for he's Ilona's fiancé -- and she is trading declarations of love 
with Almady, an actor.  

"The walls," says Sandor, "are paper-thin." Truth to tell, so is the plot. Any theatergoer who's seen only a half-dozen plays in his 
life can guess what will happen.  

So it had better be done stylishly, and indeed it is. Jesse Dreikosen provides the prettiest set in recent memory, the kind of room 
with a bust of Shakespeare on one side, a knight's armor on another, and in between, one of those long gold ropes that's used to 
call the butler. (When he shows up, fun is in the offing, for John Little has an amusingly officious way with a line.)  

Caralyn Kozlowski, the show's only woman, gets three drop-dead dresses from clever designer Brian Russman. She succeeds as 
Ilona, the not-so-dumb blonde who's not-so-bright, either. What her character lacks in smarts is more than made up in vanity, and 
Kozlowski knows how to play a star who's ever-so-important (in her mind, anyway).  

As Sandor, Mark Jacoby gets to portray the elegant playwright who can wear a lavender jacket and yellow scarf without looking 
ridiculous. Jacoby is, however, utterly hilarious as he constantly shows his urbanity -- the term that has been regrettably replaced 
by "cool." He's totally comfortable in formal wear in this formal room.  

Colin McPhillamy is entertaining as Mansky, who's owlish in demeanor, with a big mustache over his stiff upper lip. As 
Almady, Robert Gomes has a long but always terrific scene where he must keep from getting apoplectic, and fails, to our delight. 
Greg Jackson is a scene-stealer as a secretary who has a penchant for show business -- or so he thinks.  

Finally, Jared Zeus captures the foolish heartbreak that Albert feels when he believes he's lost The Love of His Life. He gamely 
says the script's most hyperbolic line: "This little comedy is worth all of Shakespeare put together." Even the staunchest 
Bardophiles won't mind, because they'll be having too much fun along the way.  
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